
AN ANALYSIS OF THE KINDS OF CENSORSHIP WITHIN THE SCHOOL

SYSTEM IN UNITED STATES

C. The deference frequently shown school administrators with -First Amendment of the United States Constitution
ratified December 15, .. The ALA offers an instructive analysis of the motivation behind most censorship incidents: .
Different school systems implement complaint procedures in.

Acting on its decision in Gitlow v. The first federal attempt to censor seditious speech occurred with the
passage of the Alien and Sedition Acts of under President John Adams. Wilson, used with permission from the
Associated Press Expressive and symbolic speech Certain forms of speech are protected from censure by
governments. E-mail: beacon nb. Even in today, the postal service remains a tool of censorship in countries
where the import of prohibited literature, magazines, films and etcetera is regulated. Music has been used for
all type of things ranging from to getting a girl to notice guy, trying to get over a broken heart, or maybe
losing a love one. Apartheid Censorship in South Africa To uphold its cruel policy of racism, the Apartheid
regime in South Africa employed severe censorship, torture and killing. Numerous newspapers, publishers and
broadcasters were banned, closed or violently attacked, for example bombed. Courts have not interpreted the
First Amendment rights of minors, especially in school settings , to be as broad as those of adults; their speech
in school newspapers or in speaking to audiences of their peers may accordingly be censored. The exception to
the code was granted as a "special and unique case", and was described by The New York Times at the time as
"an unprecedented move that will not, however, set a precedent. Martin Quigley , the publisher of a
Chicago-based motion picture trade newspaper, began lobbying for a more extensive code that not only listed
material that was inappropriate for the movies, but also contained a moral system that the movies could help to
promoteâ€”specifically, a system based on Catholic theology. Many people fought long and hard so that we,
as Americans, have such rights as they are stated in the Bill of Rights. Censorship often increases in wartime
to tamp down anti-government speech. In , in the case of Joseph Burstyn, Inc. The Index was issued again 20
times by different popes. In Germany, the press was effectively inhibited during the Thirty Years' War ,
through censorship, trade restrictions and lack of paper for printing. Missed Opportunity for Critical Thinking
Reading challenging materials teaches students critical thinking skills they need to flourish as American
citizens. Writing for the majority in Texas v. Censorship in Libraries: The Benevolent Public Concern for
Morality Although government-instituted censorship had apparently been abandoned in most western
countries during the 19th and most of the 20th century, public concern for offensive literature did not subside.
Although the majority of intellectuals were opposed to the revolution, many artists and intellectuals supported
the revolution's ideals of equality for all and freedom from slavery and poverty. In spite of the Library Bill of
Rights , the library profession's interpretation of the First Amendment of the US Constitution, public and
school libraries in the US still face demands to remove books of "questionable content" from groups claiming
to represent the interest of parents or religious moral codes. School districts such as Panama City, Florida, and
Hawkins County, Tennessee, have been stunned to find that acceding to demands for removal of a single book
escalated to demands for revising entire classroom reading programs. With protestors forcing students to find
alternate routes to school or pushing the administration to cancel guest speakers in fear of triggering students,
the modern-day university is no longer a place of free, critical, thinking, but a place of censorship. As these
examples illustrate, censorship based on individual sensitivities and concerns restricts the knowledge available
to students. The Supreme Court agreed in when it ruled in favor of a New York teacher with suspected
communist affiliation keeping his job by arguing "the classroom is peculiarly the marketplace of ideas. This
argument has been progressing for hundreds of years, the first notable case was against John Peter Zenger, in 
Ross recommends that lower courts provide more concrete advice about student codes. Norma Fox Mazur
added: â€¦where once I went to my writing without a backward glance, now I sometimes have to consciously
clear my mind of those shadowy censorious presences.


